HEARING AGENDA

DAY 2 – Afternoon session - Wednesday 20 February 2018

Start: 2:00 pm

Venue: Committee Room 123, Wandsworth Town Hall

1. Inspector’s opening remarks
2. Introductions
3. Questions/procedural or programming matters
4. Issues to be covered

Issue 3: Individual Policies (Policies EI8 & EI9) - Are the individual policies clear, justified and consistent with national policy and will they be effective?

Issue 4: Area Spatial Strategy - Is the Area Spatial Strategy for Wandle Delta consistent with the SSAD and does it support the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies Document?

Questions

Policies EI8 & EI9

Do the policies remain effective and justified?

Area Spatial Strategy

Does the area strategy support the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies Document?
5. Inspector’s closing remarks

6. Close

Participants
Participants in addition to the Inspector and London Borough of Wandsworth.

1114805    - Stephan Reinke Architects O/B/O Lydden Road Group

Kenneth Stone
INSPECTOR

19 February 2018